Tassie Face Mask Project
“No Pleat” 3 Layer Face Mask
Materials required:
 Fabric – 100% Cotton and Polyester/Cotton.
 Elastic or Ties and Pattern pieces.
 Seam Allowance is 1cm – unless stated elsewhere.
Instructions:
1. Cut out the outer polycotton layer; the middle cotton layer; and the inner
cotton filter pocket layer as per pattern instructions.
2. Fold over side edges of filter pocket layer by 0.5cm twice, and straight
stitch down to neaten. Mark the centre top and bottom of all 3 layers.
3. Lay the middle layer down and the filter pocket layer on top, both with
right sides facing up. Lay the outer layer on top with right side facing
down, matching all centre marks, and fabric edges.
4. Sew a 1cm seam allowance around the edge of the mask, leaving a 3cm
long gap on one side of the mask so it can be turned right side out.
5. Clip around the mask, mitre the corners being careful not to cut the
stitching, turn it through, and iron seams flat.
6. Topstitch the very outer edge of the mask all the way around, closing the
turnout gap. Stitch across the top of the mask 1cm down from the top
edge, from one side of filter pocket layer to the other side, creating a
nose wire channel.
7. Fold sides edges over 1.5cm on to the wrong side of the mask and
topstitch down to form the channel for the elastic/ties. Cut elastic or
ties to length as per pattern, secure elastic and knot tie ends once
threaded through the side channel.

*NB: If using elastic – thread it through the side channel and secure the ends by
overlapping them by 2cm, and secure with a zig zag stitch.

“No Pleat” 3 Layer Face Mask

No Pleat Mask Pattern, Measurements.
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Source: Tassie Face Mask Project 2020.
https://tassiefacemasks.com.au/

